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Abstract

Two synchronization algorithms for a pair of semicond-
uctor chaotic generators (transmitter and receiver)
are proposed. It is shown, that both of them are effi-
cient under uncertainty of parameters of the transmit-
ter. Computer simulation results are presented con-
firming the theoretical analisis.

1 Introduction

Recently, much attention has been attracted to control
of chaotic motions of electrical circuits, particular to
synchronization of chaotic generators [1, 2].

It was shown in [7], that autonomous broad-band
chaotic generators could be realised on the baais of
semiconductor devices with negative differential con-
ductivity, in particular baaed on a “classical” semicond-
uctor devices - tunnel diodes [3].

The paper presents a solution to the synchronization
problem for two chaotic generatora based on tunnel
diodes, under assumption, that some parameters of the
transmitter are unknown (or known inexactly). This
condition is very important} because semiconductor de-
vices may have a significant scattering of parameters.
Synchronization algorithms are obtained using one of
approaches of adaptive control theory - so-called speed
gradient method [8]. It has been applied successfully
to adaptive control of such chaotic systems as Duffing
equation [4] and Chua circuit [5, 6].

Section 2 contains the mathematical model of the
chaotic generators (transmitter and receiver) and the
procedure of synchronization law design is shown in
section 3. Section 4 presents the results of computer
simulation of the designed system.

2 Problem statement

Electrical scheme of the generator based on tunnel

diode is shown in Fig.1. As it was shown in [7], the
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scheme demonstrates chaotic behavior for some values
of parameters. An important factor which determines
the possibility of chaotic behavior of the circuit is the
nonlinear voltage versus current characteristics of the
tunnel diode. In this paper we use a simple cubic ap-
proximation of the NDC (negative differential conduc-
tivity) region in the form:

i =i(ul) = al(ul –b)3 –aa(ul – b)+as (1)

where b characterizes the initial shift on tunnel diode.
The circuit is described by [7]:

{

til = C21(U2 - U1– i(ul)R)/q,
ti2 = (u1 – Uz + isl?)q, (2)
;3 = q(l.l? – u2)/R,

where Cal = C2/C1, q = R/wz L, R > 0 are system
parameters, ul, uz, ia are state parameters.

For typical GaAs tunnel diode [7] approximation char-
acteristic (1) gives the following values of p~ametera:
al = 192.3, az = 43.6, a3 = 12. If the initial bias b is
0.37V., system behavior becomes chaotic for the follow-
ing set of parameters: C21 = 8.25, q = 3.75, R = 0.03.

In order to achieve synchronization of the two gener~
tors, introduce a control element into the receiver cir-
cuit: replace linear resistor by a field-effect transistor,
operating in the linear regime. Then resistance of the
transistor channel is described by:

‘=1-%

where R. - is an undepleted channel

(3)

resistance, Mb-
is a built-in voltage, U. - is a pinch off voltage, u - is
the control voltage. One can see that control voltage is
bounded:

Ub<u<uo. (4)

Suppose that control voltage satisfies the inequality (4)
(we can achieve it by choosing the parameters of the
Extracting controlled parameter R(u) in the system



tory of the referencemodel stror@y Mnence# the trajectory of
(2), and denoting

G=;= ‘-m
R.

we obtain controlled system model in the form:

(5)

I
til = p((u2 – U1)G – i(ul)),
tiz = ((U1 – U2)G + ;3)/4 (6)
& = C?(E– U2),

where p = C21R/q = C2w2L/C1, d = q/R1 = l/aJ2L
do not depend on R.

The second system (the reference model) dWers from
the controlled system (6) by parameters values and by
linear resistor R~ (denote G~ = l/R~ ), introduced
instead of controlled field-effected transistor:

I
til~ = p~((u,~ - ul~)G~ - i~(ul~)),
~m = ((ulm – u2~)G~ + i3~)/d~, (7)
J3~ = dm(Em – u2~)1

where im(ul~) = alm(ulm–bm)3 –a2m(u1m–bm)+a3~
is the voltage versus current characteristic of the tunnel
diode.

Suppose that pm is unknown and choose the control
aim as follows:

Q(v1 -ul~) = 0.5(u1 -u1~)2 -0, when t 400. (8)

3 Design of synchronization algorithms

To design control algorithm use the speed-gradient
method [8, 9]. Calculate the derivative of Q(’) along
the trajectory of the system (6), (7):

cd = Q(”) =(% - Ulm) (P((U2 - %)G - i(ul))

— P~((u2~ - UIm)Gm - i~(ul~))). (9)

Synchronization goal (8) could be achieved if the value
of the control parameter G = G. satisfy inequality:

w(., G*) <0. (lo)

Thiz inequality will be fulfilled if U1# U2 and

G. = ( ((Pm u2m - Ulmwn - %(%fn))

— P(UI - UIm) +pi(w))/(p(u2 - UI)) (11)

where O >0.

To simplify the control algorithm design, linearize the
nonlinear characteristics of the transistor (3) near the
operation point uo/2:
G=;=
1 – CY(u– ub)/uo

6)
(12)
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where a could be found from the condition: derivative
&?/& should be equal before and after linearization.

Using (12) and (11) we obtain the ideal control law in
the form:

u.+ = ( ((pm Ulm – u2m)Gm + im(ulm)) + ~(ul

U. R.— Ulm) – P@@ p(uz – w)~ +:+tbb.(is)

It means that there exists such u = u,, that inequality
(10) is fuMlledl. However this algorithm is inapplicable
because of its dependence on unknown parameter pm.

According to speed gradient method the real control,
independent of pm and ensuring the synchronization
aim (8), could be obtained in the two forms.

1. Nonadaptive synchronization algorithm. Ac-
cording to speed-gradient method [8] we obtain the fol-
lowing control algorithm:

where y >0 is a gain coefficient.

2. Synchronization algorithm with parametric
adaptation. According to adaptive control theory [8]
the ideal control (13) also can be applied after some
transformation. We replace the unknown parameter
pm in (13) by its estimate k:

~ im – (u2m – ulm)Gm
u = +~+ub

U2 —U1

+ (@(Ml- UIm) - pi)uO&
pcY(u2 – u, ) “

(15)

and obtain the adaptation algorithm for the tunable pa-
rameter k useing the differential form of speed-gradient
algorithm [8] (we can use dMerential form because the
ideal value of k is constant). According to [8] calculate
the derivative of w(.) along k taking into account (15)
and (12):

~ = ycrp(ul – ulm)(im – (uzm - ulm)Gm)/uoRo. (16)

where y >0.

Note that for implementation of the algorithm (15),
(16) u2m mast be measurable together with ul~, which
is undesirable.

In order to simplify the algorithm (15), (16) replace the
expression (u2~ – ul~) by its mean value 6 = coast (it

1We assume that U2 c U1. II is pocriblebecause the trajec-
the controlledsystemandcan be be chosenin suchwaythatthi:
tituationwouldnot appearat all
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is supposed that the error would be cancelled by tuning
the parameter k):

k
:* – 6Gm + (P(W – Wm) – pi)uORO

u =
us – U1 JNY(U2– u~)

Uo
+ ‘+tib,

a
(17)

i = Yap(ul – Ulm)(im – 6Gm)/uoR0. (18)

The achievement of the synchronization goal by the al-
gorithms (14) and (15), (16) follows from stability the-
orems for speed-gradient algorithms. However stabil-
ity and performance of simplified algorithm (17), (18)
needes further analysis by means of computer simula-
tion.

4 Computer simulation results

To exemine the efficiency of the proposed algorithms
computer simulations were carried out. The overall
system consisted of

1.

2.

3.

4.

Reference model (7) with parameters Gm =
100/3, pm = 0.066, dm = 125, Em =
0.73, UIm(0) = 0.2, UZm(0) = 0.75, i3m(0) =
20, alm = 192.3, a2m = –43.6, a3m = 12, bm =
–0.37;

Controlled system (6) with parameters p =

0.08, d = 125, E = 0.73, G(0) = 0.03, Ul((t) =
0.5, U2(0) = 0.67, i3(0) = 7, al = 192.3, a2 =
–43.6, aa = 12, b = –0.37, and RO is given in
table 1;

Characteristic of the transistor channel resis-
tance: nonlinearized (5) or linearized (12), pa-
rameters see table 1;

Control algorithms: nonadaptive (14) or adap-
tive (17),(i8), parameters see table 1-(all initial
values, except G(0) are chosen zero) .

Some simulation results for the cases mentioned in ta-
ble 1 are shown on Fig.2-5. Here: a) - trajectory
of outputs U1 and ul~; b) - trajectory of control
signal u(t); c) - trajectory of the norm state vector

y(t)= ~ u?(t) + u;(t)+ i~(t); d) - trajectory plot of
k(t).

The results may be summarized as follows:

1.

2.

The controll signal u may be put into the region
ub < u(t) s uo by proper choice of parameters

~,~,Ro.
Algorithm (14) provides a good synchronization
of the controlled generator with the drive signal
Ulm(t), which can be generated by the same gen-
erator with other values of parameters or by some
other system (both in case of the linearized (12)

and nonlinearized (5) characteristic of the tran-
sistor).
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Control algorithm (14) (17),(18)
IV” of simulation 1

Transistor (12) ~ (;) (:2) I &
characteristic I 1 I

7 10 10 5 2

iJ . 5 30
& 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

R. 0.015 0.0166 0.02 0.01
Uo 1 1 1 1
Ub 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001, ,

Figure No I 2 I 3 4 5

3.

4.

The

Table 1: Computer simulation results

Algorithm (17), (18) provides an excellent syn-
chronization when the characteristics of the tran-
sistor resistance is linearized (12), and satisfac-
tory synchronization when it is not linearized (5).
The synchronization is better if the structure of
the transmitter and receiver coincide.

The regulation error does not vanish because of
the boundedness of the control signal u(t).

5 Conclusions

paper presents a solution to the synchroniza-
tion problem for two semiconductor chaotic generators
(transmitter and receiver), which differs from the exist-
ing ones, by uncertainty of systems parameters. This
advantage allows to synchronize circuits with semicon-
ductor devices having significant scattering of parame-
ters. The proposed adaptive and nonadaptive synchro-
nization algorithms provide a small value of the error
A between the outputs of the transmitter and receiver
after a few cycles of oscillations.
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